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Interested Party Tes/mony- House Avia/on and Aerospace Commi;ee 

HB 77 — Opera/on Of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles In Ohio 

November 14, 2023  

Chairman Holmes, Vice Chair Willis, Ranking Member Baker and Members of the CommiCee.  

Thank you for the opportunity to provide tesImony on House Bill 77.  

My name is Dr. Stuart Mendel, Affiliate Professor at Baldwin Wallace University and Project Director for 
the Northeast Ohio Flight InformaIon Exchange also known as the NEOFIX. The University serves as the 
focal point for this applied research and community engagement program to fulfill its visioned role as a 
leading regional comprehensive university impacIng learners, businesses, and communiIes throughout 
the Great Lakes region.   

For years, the drone market was in a nascent phase and had yet to break into the mainstream. Then, in 
2016, drone industry growth took flight when the Federal AviaIon AdministraIon (FAA) granted 
hundreds of new exempIons for companies to operate drones in the U.S. through FAA Part 107.  

These exempIons included several new use cases in mulIple industries, such as insurance, construcIon, 
and agriculture — each of which demonstrates the broad range of commercial drone applicaIons.  

The FAA helped push commercial drone market growth forward by formulaIng a regulatory framework 
with its consumer drone registry. Now, drone manufacturers and tech suppliers are doing all they can to 
capitalize on this and turn drones into a full-fledged industry.  

Sales of US consumer drones to dealers surpassed $1.25 billion in 2020, according to StaIsta. Goldman 
Sachs forecasts the total drone market size to be worth $100 billion—supported by this growing demand 
for drones from the commercial and government sectors.  

Among the states, Ohio is primed in the leading cohort of early adopters of drone operaIons. Rest 
assured it will be this first group of early adopter states that will engage with the FAA to develop the 
policies, regulaIons and procedures for the whole country. The NEOFIX is the working model for key 
elements of the infrastructure depicted and envisioned Chapter 8 of the 2022 Ohio Drive Ohio Advanced 
Air Mobility (AAM) Report.  

House Bill 77, if implemented effecIvely, can support the safe growth and development of this market in 
Ohio.   

As background, the NEOFIX is public private partnership leading to an integrated system allowing for 
more overall visibility and awareness of the airspace, the ground space, and drones, creaIng a safer  
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airspace in the county. The NEOFIX integrates public data to support a common operaIng picture that 
public safety can leverage – both to support public safety operaIons AND to idenIfy potenIal bad actors 
for counter-UAS (unmanned aircrag system). NEOFIX is digital infrastructure that will accelerate use of 
drones for public safety (Drone as a First Responder) while lowering the costs of these operaIons.  

NEOFIX allows State and Local government to publish key informaIon to UAS Operators and Industry, 
giving everyone engaged in Commercial and Civilian Advanced Air Mobility a clear, common picture – in 
the same way that charts do for tradiIonal aviaIon.   

UAS operators and industry use NEOFIX to understand the local environment before and during 
operaIons  

Public safety use NEOFIX to coordinate operaIons and alert private operators State, and Local 
government use NEOFIX to manage the interacIon of UAS for local communiIes.   

CommuniIes with drone ready infrastructure offer strong incenIves for manufacturing and tesIng, 
business operaIons, technology development, and workforce training and educaIon.   

The rollout for the NEOFIX is ahead of schedule and the web interface is acIve. It can be accessed by the 
general public at free of charge through the Baldwin Wallace University Technology Partnership Transfer 
website  or more directly through the NEOFIX plahorm itself. More advanced features are available to 
people who request them, also at no charge. As I menIoned when I presented the concept to this 
commiCee this past March 21, 2023, the NEOFIX has received $450,000 in funding from Cuyahoga 
County over two calendar years ending in December 2024 as well as $350,000 in private investment.  

NEOFIX provides a secure, access controlled central point of access for industry and a governance model 
for how State, and Local governments publish informaIon, so industry doesn’t have to deal with a 
patchwork of conflicIng regulaIons – improving safety and economic growth.  

In a short period of Ime, the work of drone readiness has included:   

• Organizing public and private stakeholders for the purpose of describing and publishing 
community assets  

• Clarifying and publishing local rules and hazards  
• ACracIng exisIng AAM business  
• SImulaIng new manufacturing, data programming and analysis, cyber security and related 

industry to the region.   

NEOFIX stakeholders include parIcipants from the public sector including the FAA and FAA 
knowledgeable private actors along with each of the categories depicted on the Public Infrastructure 
Authority Flow Diagram provided.  This document reflects the government actors and their relaIonship  
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to one another in the civilian and commercial advanced air mobility infrastructure.  HB 77 fits neatly into 
this framework, and it our experIse in community outreach and planning through which we view House 
Bill 77.   

For example, in our work in Cuyahoga County, we have worked with public safety and county planning to 
idenIfy specific risks and hazards for publicaIon through the system. Because of this work, we 
recommend SecIon 4561.50 – SubsecIon A for “CriIcal FaciliIes” add “water, sewage, or energy 
processing or distribuIon facility” and “any facility which stores chemicals or fuel in an above ground, 
outdoor holding tank.”  

In developing the NEOFIX our work has been designed to serve as a regional template adaptable to each 
of Ohio’s 88 counIes. Organizing and standing up the NEOFIX as a funcIoning model aligning with the 
state’s DriveOhio July 2022 AAM Framework Report, (specifically secIon 8 AAM Strategic Framework). 
SecIon 4561.53  is an excellent idea that aligns to successful, exisIng programs in other states such as 
Virginia and California and in the work we are conducIng under the NEOFIX program in Northeast Ohio. 
We have talked to the Director of the Ohio UAS Center and are excited and ready to share our public 
data with the UAS Center so that it can be included in the statewide registry.  

I will reiterate our goals including the design and implementaIon of the NEOFIX: to protect criIcal 
infrastructure, make sure local rules are clear, consistent, and available, and make these available as a 
clear, clean easy to use state asset.  The next stage of our work is engagement processes with the 
localiIes and municipaliIes.  This is a way we can make include and publish informaIon on no-go areas, 
to ensure that localiIes can create thoughhul rules and share consistent data.   

We now have substanIal experience with this process in Northeast Ohio and are excited to support the 
UAS Center and the State of Ohio by bringing our experIse to anywhere in the state where it is needed.  

Thank you for your Ime and the opportunity.  

I will now take any quesIons you may have.  

 

Dr. Stuart Mendel                      
Northeast Ohio Flight InformaIon Exchange  


